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Abstract

Subdivision and subdivision/iterative hybrid methods for solving a sys-
tem of polynomial equations require the ability to compute the bound-
ing set of a polynomial function for a given domain. There are different
methods to compute the bounding sets and each method produces different
bounding sets. Since the sizes of these bounding sets directly affect the
running time of subdivision and hybrid methods, selecting the appropriate
method for computing bounding sets is important. This article investigates
three methods for computing bounding sets and compares them experi-
mentally to see which one produces the smallest sets. The results show
that reparametrization followed by constructing convex hulls of the con-
trol points of the resulting polynomials in Bernstein basis almost always
produces smaller bounding sets than the other two methods. Therefore,
using this method to compute bounding sets would result in more efficient
subdivision or hybrid methods for solving polynomial systems.
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1 Introduction

Given a polynomial function f : Rn → R
N and a domain D, we are interested in

an efficiently-computable convex bounding set V containing f(x) for all x ∈ D.
The bounding set V is often used in subdivision methods for finding all zeros of f
in a given domain. Therefore, it should be much more efficient to compute V than
solving f itself. A common special case of finding all zeros of f in a given domain
is locating all intersections between two or more geometric objects [20, 16, 10, 14].
The intersection problems have many applications in computer-aided geometric
design, computational geometry, geometric modeling and design, robotics, and
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other fields [9, 13, 6, 15]. There are also hybrid methods that combine subdivision
and iterative methods proposed for intersection problems [19, 11, 17].

The key idea of subdivision methods is to compute a bounding set that is easy
to check if it contains the origin. If it does not, then there are no zeros of f in the
domain. If it does, the methods subdivide the domain and check if the bounding
set of each subdomains contains the origin recursively. When a subdomain is
small enough, it is taken as an approximation of a zero. Hybrid methods operate
similarly but instead invoke an iterative method to locate a zero once it is certain
that the iterative method converges. We note that hybrid methods are applicable
only to some combinations of N and n.

For both pure subdivision and hybrid methods, their efficiencies depend largely
on the size of the computed bounding sets. If bounding sets are much larger than
the bounded ranges of a function for a given domain, the bounding sets may
contain the origin although there is no zero in the domain. Consequently, the
methods perform more subdivisions than they should need. Since there are more
than one way to define and compute bounding sets, selecting the appropriate
definition becomes vital to the efficiency of the subdivision and hybrid methods.

This article considers three methods to compute bounding sets. First is by
applying interval arithmetic to the polynomial represented in Bernstein basis.
Second is by rewriting the polynomial in monomial basis and applying interval
arithmetic to the rewritten expression. Third is by reparametrization followed by
computation of a convex hull. The details of these three methods are described
in Section 2, 3 and 4. We compare the sizes of the bounding sets computed by
the three methods by experimenting on various polynomials to see which method
produces the smallest bounding sets.

We now define the problem under consideration more precisely by specifying
a representation for the polynomial system. Let Zi,m(t) denote the Bernstein

polynomials

Zi,m(t) =
m!

i!(m− i)!
(1− t)m−iti.

Consider a system of N polynomial equations in n variables

f(x) ≡

m1∑

i1=0

· · ·

mn∑

in+1=0

bi1,··· ,inZi1,m1
(x1) · · ·Zin,mn

(xn) = 0, (1)

where bi1,··· ,in ∈ R
N (ij = 0, 1, . . . ,mj) denote the coefficients, also known as

the control points. Note that f is a function that maps R
n to R

N . For a given
hyperrectangle D = [l1, h1] × [l2, h2] × · · · × [ln, hn], where lj ≤ hj , we seek a
bounding set V satisfying

V ⊇ {f(x) : x ∈ D} .

We choose to represent the polynomial system in the Bernstein basis because it
is known to have better numerical stability than the monomial basis [3, 5, 4] and
is widely used in practice due to its geometric properties.
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As mentioned above, many classes of problems of finding intersections be-
tween two parametric geometric objects can reduce to solving (1). For examples,
line/surface intersection reduces to the case where N = n = 2, curve/curve in-
tersection corresponds with N = 3, n = 2, curve/surface intersection corresponds
with N = n = 3, and surface/surface intersection corresponds with N = 3, n = 4.

We proceed with the description of the three methods for computing bounding
sets that are considered in this article.

2 Computing Bounding Sets by Interval Arithmetic on Bernstein Ba-

sis Representation

An interval [a, b] is a set of real numbers defined as follows [12]:

[a, b] = {x : a ≤ x ≤ b}.

The width of an interval [a, b] is b− a. Interval arithmetic operations are defined
by

[a, b] ◦ [c, d] = {x ◦ y : x ∈ [a, b] ∧ y ∈ [c, d]}, (2)

where ◦ represents an arithmetic operation. Three basic interval arithmetic
operations—addition, subtraction, and multiplication—can be rewritten equiv-
alently as

[a, b] + [c, d] = [a+ c, b+ d],

[a, b]− [c, d] = [a− d, b− c],

[a, b] · [c, d] = [min(ac, ad, bc, bd),max(ac, ad, bc, bd)],

which give simpler ways to perform interval arithmetic operations than (2). To
compute a bounding set V of f for a given domain D = [l1, h1] × · · · × [ln, hn],
replace each occurrence of xi in (1) with interval [li, hi] and use interval arithmetic
operations instead in the evaluation of (1) (usually by the de Casteljau algorithm

[9, 15]). The correctness of interval arithmetic [8] ensures that the resulting
interval is indeed a bounding set of f for D.

3 Computing Bounding Sets by Interval Arithmetic on Monomial

Basis Representation

Alternatively, we may rewrite (1) in the monomial basis

f(x) =

m1∑

i1=0

· · ·

mn∑

in+1=0

ci1,··· ,inx
i1
1
· · ·xin

n = 0, (3)

where ci1,··· ,in ∈ R
N (ij = 0, 1, . . . ,mj), and perform interval arithmetic on the

rewritten expression (3). The appeal for the monomial basis is a direct interval
arithmetic evaluation of a polynomial represented in the monomial basis is known
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to yield a bounding set with an error linear in the width of the interval of the
variables [1]. On the other hand, we do not know of such an error bound for
polynomials represented in the Bernstein basis. In fact, it is possible to rewrite a
polynomial further to achieve an error quadratic in the width of the interval [1].
We do not investigate the quadratic-error method in this article.

Finally, recall that Bernstein representation of polynomials is known to be
numerically more stable than the monomial representation hence the conversion
to the monomial basis may not be desirable from numerical viewpoint.

4 Computing Bounding Sets by Reparametrization and Computing

Convex Hulls

Another method to compute bounding sets follows the well-known property of
the Bernstein representation of a polynomial that any point f(x), where x ∈
[0, 1]n, lies inside the convex hull of the control points of f [2]. For a given

hyperrectangle D, let f̂D be the Bernstein polynomial that reparametrizes with
[0, 1]n the function defined by f over D. In other words, f̂D(q) ≡ f(λ(q)), where
λ(q) is a composition of a dilation and translation (uniquely determined) such
that λ : [0, 1]n → D is bijective. Then, the convex hull of the control points of

f̂D is the bounding set of f over D.
There are at least two efficient ways to perform the reparametrization. One

method is by applying the de Casteljau algorithm twice; once to reparametrize the
right endpoints of the domain with 1 and another to reparametrize the left end-
points with 0. Alternatively, the reparametrization can be efficiently performed
by a generalization of Horner’s rule (An example of this reparametrization method
for bivariate Bernstein polynomials is in [18]).

5 Comparison of Bounding Sets Computed by Different Methods

In this section, we show the experimental results comparing the sizes of bounding
sets computed by the three methods: (i) by applying interval arithmetic directly
to (1), (ii) by rewriting (1) in monomial basis and then applying interval arith-
metic to the rewritten expression (3), and (iii) by reparametrization to obtain the

control points of f̂D and then computing the convex hull of these control points.
For Method (i), (1) is evaluated by the de Casteljau algorithm. For Method
(ii),(3) is evaluated using Horner’s rule [7].

We experiment on the case where N = n = 1 with polynomials generated
by different methods. Table 1 shows the results of the experiments for the cases
where the widths of D are between .4 and 1. Table 2 shows the results for the
cases where the widths of D are smaller than .1. The polynomials are generated
as follows. The “low-deg. rand.” polynomials have normally distributed random
control points with degrees between 1 and 5, inclusive. The “high-deg. rand.”
ones have normally distributed random control points with degrees between 10
and 20, inclusive. The “low-period sine” ones are polynomial interpolations of
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Table 1: The numbers of test polynomials that each method yields the smallest
bounding sets when the widths of D are between .4 and 1. One thousand of each
polynomial types are generated and tested.

Num. of poly. Num. of poly. Num. of poly.
that interval that interval that reparam.

Polynomial type arithmetic in arithmetic in method yields
Bernstein basis monomial basis smallest V
method yields method yields
smallest V smallest V

Low-deg. rand. 8 54 938
High-deg. rand. 0 0 1000
Low-period sine 0 0 1000
High-period sine 0 0 1000
Low-var. rand. 11 111 878

sin(ax + b) at five to sixteen evenly-spaced points between -1 and 1, inclusive,
where a and b are normally distributed random numbers. The “high-period
sine” ones are generated in the same way as the “low-period sine” ones but with
the function sin(20ax + b) instead. The “low-var. rand.” ones have degrees
between 1 and 3, inclusive, with control points normally distributed with very
small variance. The experimental results show that method (iii) consistently
produces the smallest bounding sets among the three methods for all five types
of polynomials and for both small and large D’s. Another observation is that
Method (iii) performs even better than the other twos when the polynomials have
many “wiggles” such as those arising from interpolation of the sine function.

6 Conclusion and Future Directions

We compare three methods for computing bounding sets of polynomial functions
over a given domain. It is shown experimentally that reparametrization with
[0, 1]n followed by constructing convex hulls of the resulting control points usually
yields smaller bounding sets than the other two methods. We conclude the article
by posing the following related questions that are not considered here:

• Formal proofs. Can it be shown analytically that the convex hull methods
always produce the smallest bounding sets among the three methods?

• Better methods to compute bounding sets. Are there other methods
to compute bounding sets that are not considered here but are more efficient
and/or produce smaller bounding sets? For example, Alefeld and Rokne
show that it is possible to rewrite polynomials in such a way that interval
arithmetic yields quadratic error [1]. Does this method produce smaller
bounding sets than the other methods?
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Table 2: The numbers of test polynomials that each method yields the smallest
bounding sets when the widths of D are smaller than .1. One thousand of each
polynomial types are generated and tested.

Num. of poly. Num. of poly. Num. of poly.
that interval that interval that reparam.

Polynomial type arithmetic in arithmetic in method yields
Bernstein basis monomial basis smallest V
method yields method yields
smallest V smallest V

Low-deg. rand. 19 73 908
High-deg. rand. 0 0 1000
Low-period sine 0 0 1000
High-period sine 0 0 1000
Low-var. rand. 32 121 847
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